
DATA SHEET

With 90% of enterprise data buried in unstructured formats, the challenge to harness this wealth of information 
has never been greater. SnapLogic AutoIDP, part of the GenAI Builder solution, is the key to unlocking the 
potential of your data, allowing you to automate complex business processes, make faster decisions, and 
achieve a comprehensive, 360-degree business perspective.

By integrating Generative AI, Large Language Models (LLMs) and computer vision, SnapLogic AutoIDP empowers 
enterprises to expedite digital transformation. Extract critical data and insights from a myriad of documents and 
unstructured content to automate further and make faster, more accurate business decisions.

SnapLogic AutoIDP
Gen AI-powered Intelligent Document Processing

Quick Stats:
 y Efficiency redefined 

Process up to 90% of 
unstructured data to 
streamline operations and 
uncover deep insights.

 y Automation unleashed 
Simplify automated 
processing of documents 
such as invoices, POs, loan 
applications and insurance 
claims.

 y Unprecedented insights 
Leverage automated 
summarization of diverse 
documents—from research 
reports to financial 
statements—for a true 
360-degree view of your 
enterprise.

Business Process Automation
AutoIDP is your solution to document-centric process automation, adept at 
extracting and digitizing data from various documents, including:

 y Invoices
 y Purchase Orders
 y Resumes

 y Insurance claims
 y Loan applications

Key Capabilities
 y Digitization: Convert documents to actionable data with PDF 

Parser Snap.

 y Extraction: Utilize LLM Snaps to pull data from semi-structured or 
unstructured text.

Make Faster Decisions
Empower your decision-making with AutoIDP’s rapid summarization and 
insight extraction capabilities from:

 y Research papers
 y Articles
 y Analyst reports

 y Financial reports
 y Contract terms

Key Capabilities
 y Digitization: Transform PDF documents into data-rich resources 

with PDF Parser Snap.

 y Summarization: Condense information and extract valuable 
insights using LLM Snaps.
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SnapLogic is the leader in generative integration. As a pioneer in AI-led integration, the SnapLogic Platform accelerates digital 
transformation across the enterprise and empowers everyone to integrate faster and easier. Whether automating business 
processes, democratizing data, or delivering digital products and services, SnapLogic enables you to simplify your technology 
stack and take your enterprise further. Thousands of enterprises around the globe rely on SnapLogic to integrate, automate and 
orchestrate the flow of data across their business. Join the generative integration movement at snaplogic.com.
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Gain a 360-Degree View
Achieve an all-encompassing perspective of your business by digitizing and summarizing essential  
data sources, including:

 y Support documents in customer tickets
 y Account executive notes in opportunities
 y Manufacturing inspection reports

Key Capabilities
 y Digitization: Process PDF documents seamlessly with PDF Parser Snap.

 y Insight extraction: Derive meaningful insights from unstructured text with the power of LLM Snaps.

AutoIDP Solution
AutolDP is part of SnapLogic’s GenAl Builder solution, which helps organizations build enterprise-grade,  
LLM-powered applications without writing any code. The AutolDP solution is a collection of Snap Packs and 
pre-built pipeline patterns that help you automatically leverage documents to automate internal processes.

 y PDF Snap Pack to parse, merge, format, encrypt, and decrypt PDF documents such as invoices, POs, resumes

 y Pre-built Pipeline Patterns for invoice processing, PO processing, document summarization, resume 
processing, etc.

 y (Coming soon) HTTPClient Snap Templates to easily connect to LLMs such as ChatGPT, Claude, Vertex, etc.

Sign up for a custom demo today at snaplogic.com/request-demo
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